Rootletless (rl) is a recessive gene which affects the root system of Plrarbitis Nil. The form made its appearance by mutation under the writer's observation (IMAI 1931) . Since the rootletless seedlings have no rootlets during their early growth after germination, only a few crooked ones being developed afterwards, the plants grow slowly. Therefore, even full-grown plants can easily be pulled up by the hand, owing to the poor development of their root system. The seedlings generally have cotyledons with shallow lobing. These cotyledons are frequently abnormal in number, as shown in The difference exhibited between reciprocal backcrosses is remarkable. Notwithstanding that the deficit in the rootletless is evident in the backcross, when Fl was the staminate parent, it vanishes in its reciprocal mating when F1 was the pistillate parent in the backcross. This fact brings to attention the different chances for fertilization occurring between pollen carrying the gene normal and those carrying the gene rootletless, the chances of the former's occurring being more than twice as often as the latter. Adopting the gametic proportion of 2.13:1.00 in the certation, the theoretical F2 ratio is calculated to be 5.26:1.00, which nearly coincides with the observed ratio. Experiments were attempted in order to verify the certation occurring between pollen carrying the different genes, following the methods devised by CORRENS (1917) and HELIBERT-NILSSON (1920) . The results obtained are summarized in Table 4 For control, pollen from an anther were applied to a stigma ; whereas, in Experiment A, only from one-third to one-halft,f the quantity of pollen used for the control was applied. In Experiment B, pollination was made as control, and after 4-5 hours the styles were cut off with a knife at their base ,   TABLE 3 Backcross ; (RL x ID) x RL and RL x (RL x ID). Nil, some of which do not seem to be due merely to their low viability ; for instance, the case of the pear reported by MIYAKE and IMAI (1927) , which it may be necessary to test by critical experiments.
To ascertain whether the predisposition to deficit of rootletless is due to the gene rootletless itself or to another physiological gene, a series of F3 families was examined with respect to their segregating ratios, a summary of the results of these observations being given in Table 5 .
Count was made at the seedling bed a little later than usual, therefore the increase of deficit seems at least to be due in part to the fact of lateness in counting, owing to the low viability of rootletless seedlings. In Table 6 If the predisposition to deficit of rootletless is due to another linked or independent gene, we should expect some families in which segregation occurs in a 3:1 or a 3 < I ratio. However, we had no such families, the one showing x 3.77 being the lowest in magnitude. The slow pollen--tube growth seems, therefore, to be due to manifold effects of the gene rootletless itself.
